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==============================================================================
Evaluation Report                                           200901ECON30301-ML
LAB FOR MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS                                       Summer 2009
==============================================================================

Instructor:      MICHAEL LANYI
Eval Opened At:  Tue May  5 00:00:00 2009 Eval Closed At:  Tue May  5 23:59:59 2009
Processed At:    Wed May  6 04:15:04 2009

Submissions:     62
Eligible:        85
Response %:      72.94%

==============================================================================
Results Summary: Multiple Choice Responses 
==============================================================================

                                  % Disagree-----.   .-Strongly Disagree %
                              % Agree--------.   |   |   .-Don't Know %
                        % Strongly Agree-.   |   |   |   |   .-Not Applicabl %
                                         |   |   |   |   |   |        # resp-.
1 The lab was a useful supplement to    89  10   2   0   0   0              62
   the course.
2 The labs are effective in helping     89  10   2   0   0   0              62
   to prepare for assignments and
   exams.
3 The lab instructor reflects a         77  19   2   0   2   0              62
   sound knowledge of the subject
   matter.
4 In general, the lab instructor was    81  18   2   0   0   0              62
   well prepared.
5 The lab instructor was punctual       76  19   0   0   0   5              62
   and gave forewarning of possible
   absences.

6 Lab presentations were clear and      63  35   2   0   0   0              62
   understandable.
7 The lab material was well             74  24   0   0   2   0              62
   coordinated with the lecture
   material.
8 The lab instructor was willing and    61  34   3   0   2   0              62
   able to respond helpfully to
   questions in the lab.
9 The lab instructor has been           52  27   2   0  13   6              62
   helpful in answering questions
   outside of lab time.
10 Individual students were treated     76  18   2   0   2   3              62
   with respect and without
   prejudice.

==============================================================================
Results Summary: Text Responses
==============================================================================
A. Comment on the labs and/or lab instructor in this course B. Do you have any 
comments regarding the questions on the questionnaire
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   itself? Please comment on any aspect of the lab and/or instructor's
   teaching that you think important and which was not covered in the
   questionnaire.
==============================================================================

A. Labs are an excellent study tool for exams.
B. 9's sometimes look like 4's or 3's
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Lab very important to class. But to early in the morning.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. :)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Keep everything the same
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Very good / valuable labs
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Lab was very helpful in preparation of final exams/Quizzes.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. It was very useful and helpful for tests and studying course material.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. - labs are definitely required for this course - are very useful - prof
   very knowledgeable!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. no
B. no
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Awesome! It was so helpful and enjoyable!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Lab class was not clear understandable.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Extremely helpful.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Very useful, and the instructor is very helpful.
B. The Lab should be longer. 75 mins will be better.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Great preparation for expected exams. Very fair expectations.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Very nice and approachable guy. Knows his stuff, and always willing to
   provide extra help if needed.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Great method of teaching. As I mentioned before, Mike should teach a
   course to other teachers on how to teach a class.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. - was very useful to the course - Lab booklets helped in preparation for
   exams
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Great prep for exams!!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Labs were EXTREMELY helpful, but sometimes a bit rushed.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. The lab worksheets for each chapter really helped me study and were
   awesome.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Michael is an awesome instructor and the labs were a crucial part of this
   course. They helped us prepare for the exams.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Pretty useful for our quizzes.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Lab was extremely useful. Good Job Michael.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Labs essential for tests.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Lab was fantastic for preparing for exams. More important than lectures,
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   perhaps more time can be put towards labs rather than lecture.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Very useful for the lab questions.
B. N/A
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. The lab was very helpful.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. - Lab was directly related to the quizzes, therefore it was very efficient
   in preparing students for the tests.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. - The labs gave a good learning environment, good dfor exams.
B. No.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Michael Lanyi deserves a raise :)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. - Keep up the good work Lanyi!
B. Nope
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Mike is crazy. He's an awesome teacher and he knows what he's doing. I
   would recommend him to all students for this course.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Lab was very important for preparing for tests, it's where we could apply
   things we learned to real examples.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. - Great to have lab - very helpful.
B. Please do not waste my class time with surveys, this is 2009 and the
   online process is more convenient!!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Excellent how you tell us straight up to study from Practice Problem Sets.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Good job Mike.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. - I thought the labs were well conducted and organized. 
- The time was used efficiently.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. time (50 mins) is too short if 1-2 hrs will be better.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Keep up with the labs! I would strongly recommend only having the quizzes
   next time and no final, way less stressful in my opinion.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. /
B. /
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. He is an awesome instructor both in the lab and in the class! Everything
   in the class was well put together!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Labs were very helpful.
B. Questionnaires at the end of term are a pain when they interupt class
   review when they are online.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. lab practice problems were very useful for exam preparation.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Most Useful Part of the course, more useful than the class.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. /
B. /
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Labs more important than class.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A. Material covered in lab was very beneficial and helped with tests.
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